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University of Texas at Austin, 1995) { Supernovae,
near and far. Radiative Transfer. Cosmology.

1 Introdu tion

The Departamento de Astronoma y Astrofsi a (Astronomy and Astrophysi s Department, DAA) is one of
the two a ademi divisions of the Fa ulty of Physi s of
Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile (PUC). This
fa ulty o ers undergraduate (Li en iatura) degrees with
major in Astronomy or Physi s, and Ph.D. and Master's programs in Astrophysi s or Physi s. The mission
of the DAA is to be a enter of ex ellen e for studies
in Astronomy and Astrophysi s, overing a broad range
of areas of observational and theoreti al astrophysi s,
and to prepare the next generations of students that
will pro t from the superb observational fa ilities available to Chilean astronomers and their ollaborators. In
this report, we review the main a tivities at DAA from
September 2002 until September 2003.

 Dr. Gaspar Galaz, Assistant Professor (Ph.D. Uni-

versite de Paris, Fran e, 1998) { Stellar population
in galaxies. Galaxy evolution. Statisti al properties
of the galaxy distribution.

 Dr. Leopoldo Infante, Asso iate Professor and DAA

Chairman (Ph.D. University of Vi toria, Canada,
1990) { Galaxy and stru ture evolution. Pairs, groups

and lusters of galaxies. LSB, dwarf and star forming galaxies in relation to environment. High-z
QSOs. Correlation fun tions.

 Dr. Dante Minniti, Asso iate Professor (Ph.D. Uni-

versity of Arizona, 1993) { Globular lusters. Stellar populations and evolution. Extrasolar planets.
Galaxy formation. Gala ti stru ture. Gravitational
mi rolensing.

2 Personnel
2.1 Changes in 2002/2003
Arrivals

 Dr. Hernan Quintana, Full Professor (Ph.D. Cam-

bridge University, 1973) { Observational astrophysi s.
Clusters of galaxies. Intera ting galaxies. Large
s ale stru ture.

Dr. A. Drake arrived from the Lawren e Livermore
National Laboratory, USA, to start the Chilean residen e period of his joint Prin eton{PUC postdo toral
position. Dr. J. Borissova arrived from the Institute of
Astronomy of the Bulgarian A ademy of S ien es, Bulgaria, to take a FONDAP postdo toral position. Dr. M.
Zo ali arrived from ESO, Chile, to start the Chilean residen e period of her joint Prin eton{PUC postdo toral
position.
Departures
Dr. P. Hall left the DAA to join Prin eton University resear h sta for the nal year of his joint postdo toral position (see 5). Dr. S. Ellison nished her ESO
postdo toral position with a jointly supported year of
residen e at the DAA and moved to the University of
Vi toria, Canada, to take a fa ulty position. Dr. R.
Cabana nished his ESO postdo toral position with
a jointly supported year of residen e at the DAA and
moved to the CFHT Corporation, in Hawaii, to take a
resident astronomer position.

 Dr. Andreas Reisenegger, Asso iate Professor (Ph.D.

Calte h, 1993) { Theoreti al Astrophysi s. Neutron
stars. Clusters of galaxies.

2.3 Postdo toral Fellows 2002/2003

The following s ientist held postdo toral positions at
the DAA during the reported period.
 Dr. Jordanka Borissova (Institute of Astronomy,
Bulgarian A ademy of S ien e, 1990), Variable Stars,
Star Clusters, Stellar Evolution

 Dr. Remi Cabana (Ph.D. Universite Laval, 1998),
Large s ale stru tures, gravitational lensing, ompa t
star forming galaxies, liquid mirror teles opes.

 Dr. Andrew Drake (Ph.D. Australian National Uni-

versity, 2001), Planet sear hes, Mi rolensing, Gala -

2.2 DAA Fa ulty

ti Stru ture.

 Dr. Felipe Barrientos, Assistant Professor (Ph.D.

University of Toronto, 1999) { Galaxy evolution and

 Dr. Sara Ellison (Ph.D. Cambridge University, 2000),

 Dr. Mar io Catelan, Asso iate Professor (Ph.D. Uni-

 Dr. Patri k Hall (Ph.D. University of Arizona,

Galaxy lustering near QSOs. Metal enri hment of
the Lyman Alpha Forest, and metalli ity evolution
of DLAs. Gamma ray bursts.

morphology. Ellipti al galaxies. Clusters of galaxies.
Observational osmology.

versidade de S~ao Paulo, Brazil, 1996) { Stellar evo-

1995), QSOs (Normal, Unusual, BAL & Reddened).
High{z galaxies and their stellar populations. High{z
AGNs.

lution. Globular lusters. RR-Lyrae variable stars.

 Dr. Alejandro Clo hiatti, Asso iate Professor (Ph.D.
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Rodrigo Contreras (B.S. in Engineering, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile); Sergio Flores (B.S. in Astronomy, Universidad Na ional de San Juan, Argentina);
Jose Gallardo (B.S. in Physi s, Universidad de Chile);
Alejandro Gar a (B.S. in Astronomy, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile); Matas Gomez (B.S. in Physi s,
Universidad Catoli a de Valparaso, Chile); Erika Labbe
(B.S. in Physi s, Universidad Te ni a Federi o Santa
Mara, Chile); Patri io Lagos (B.S. in Physi s, Ponti ia
Universidad Catoli a de Chile); M. Cristina Manterola
(B.S. in Astronomy, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de
Chile); Mar elo Mora (B.S. in Physi s, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile); Noelia Noel (B.S. in Astronomy, Universidad Na ional de San Juan, Argentina);
Fernando Pe~na (B.S. in Astronomy, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile); Mario Riquelme, (B.S. in Astronomy, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile); Mario
Soto (B.S. in Physi s, Universidad de Chile).

 Dr. Andrew Stephens (Ph.D. Ohio State University,

2001), Globular Clusters. Gala ti Bulge.
 Dr. Manuela Zo ali, (Ph.D. Universita di Padova,
2000), Old Stellar Populations, Globular Clusters,
Gala ti Bulge, Initial Mass Fun tion.

Support for the postdo toral fellows omes from
ombinations of DAA funds, grants from the Joint ESO{
Chile Committee for the Development of Astronomy in
Chile, the Chilean Andes Foundation, and the FONDAP
program (see 5).
2.4 Te hni al Sta and Assistants

 Dr. Maurizio BaÆ o (Ph.D. in Physi s, Universidad

de Chile, 1997) Tea hing Observatory development
and maintenan e.

 Li . Rodrigo Fernandez (B.S. in Astronomy, Pontif-

i ia Universidad Catoli a, 2003), Resear h Assistant
for A. Reisenegger.
 Li . Gisela Hertling (B.S. in Physi s, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a, 1989), FONDAP Resear h Assistant.
 Li . Claudio Navarro (B.S. in Astronomy, Ponti ia
Universidad Catoli a, 2002), Resear h Assistant for
M. Catelan.
 Ing. Juan Veliz (Software Engineer, Universidad de
Chile, 1991), System Manager. Software Spe ialist.

3.1.3 Visiting Graduate Students

Ste en Mieske, (M.S. in Physi s, University of Bonn,
Germany); Lianne Muijres, (B.S. in Astronomy, University of Nymegen; Netherlands); Oak-Kyoung Park, (M.S.
in Astronomy, Australian National University).
3.1.4 New Admissions

Daniela Villegas, and Juan Esteban Gonzalez (both
with a B.S. in Astronomy from PUC) were admitted to
the Ph.D. program in August 2003.
3.1.5 Degrees obtained, Student News & Flux

 Axel Bonai nished his Master's Degree, defending

2.5 Re ognitions, Awards and Sabbati als

his Thesis entitled Millise ond pulsars with r-modes
as steady gravitational radiators. He then moved to
the University of Utre ht, Netherlands, to start a
Ph.D. program.
 Jose Gallardo nished his Master's Degree, defending his Thesis entitled Sele tion and Chara terization of Extrasolar Planet Candidates orbiting Main
Sequen e Stars. He then moved to Toulouse, Fran e,
to start a Ph.D. program.
Erika Labbe spent the whole year in residen e at the
Obs. de Toulouse, Fran e.
Mario Riquelme obtained a graduate fellowship from
CONICYT (January 2003), and passed the qualifying
exam (August 2003).
Paula Benavdez withdrew from the program and
moved to Universidad de Ali ante, Spain. Alejandro
Gar a withdrew from the program and moved to the
University of Nottingham, England. Noelia Noel withdrew from the program and moved to Universidad de
La Laguna, Spain. Fernando Pe~na withdrew from the
program and moved to University of Toronto, Canada.

H. Quintana was awarded a 2002 Guggenheim Foundation Fellowship. He took a sabbati al leave between 1
September 2002 and 1 July 2003, and spent part of this
time visiting the Department of Astrophysi al S ien es
at Prin eton University.
3 A ademi Programs
3.1 Graduate Program and Students 2002/2003
3.1.1 New Graduate Program

In June 2003, the PUC University Coun il approved
the splitting of the old graduate program in physi s into
two new mentions: Astrophysi s and Physi s. The PhD
in Astrophysi s has four ore ourses: Physi al Pro esses
in Astrophysi s, Stellar Astrophysi s, Extragala ti Astrophysi s, and a \Topi s" ourse. Students have to start
resear h proje ts during the rst semester in s hool. The
DAA and the Department of Physi s handle admissions
jointly. Students spe ify their interest when applying to
the program.
3.1.2 Graduate Students

Students enrolled during this period were:
Paula Benavdez (B.S. in Astronomy, Universidad
Na ional de San Juan, Argentina); Axel Bonai (B.S.
in Physi s, Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a de Chile);

3.2 Undergraduate Program and Li en e Thesis

The PUC undergraduate program in Astronomy urrently has 100 students, who are onsistently drawn
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 Dr. Holland Ford (John Hopkins University) visited

from the top 2% of the 200,000 high s hool seniors
who take the nationally administered entran e examination (PAA).
Undergraduate students work full time the last semester of the program on a resear h proje t under the
supervision of a fa ulty member, sometimes with a osupervisor from another institution. Students who nished their degree during this period reported, the subje t of the resear h program, and their supervisor(s) are:
 Rodrigo Fernandez Thermal evolution of neutron
stars with roto hemi al heating { (A. Reisenegger)
 Juan Esteban Gonzalez Study of lusters of galaxies
in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey { (H. Quintana)
 M. Cristina Manterola IR Color Gradients in Cluster
Ellipti al Galaxies at z  1 { (F. Barrientos)
 Claudio Navarro Flattening of Globular Clusters and
the Se ond Parameter Problem { (M. Catelan)
 Jose Luis Prieto An Independent Hubble Diagram
with High Redshift SNe { (A. Clo hiatti).
 Manu hehr Taghizadeh Models of barotropi stars
with variable rotation { (A. Reisenegger)
 Sergio Vera Chara terization of CTIO's O eanopti s Ben h Spe trograph { (N. Suntze , CTIO; and
F. Barrientos).
 Alvaro Villalobos A Study of nu lei of a sele ted
sample of LSB galaxies { (G. Galaz)
 Daniela Villegas Spe tros opy of Globular Clusters in
Centaurus A { (D. Minniti)

L. Infante.
 Dr. Jose Funes (Vati an Resear h Group, University
of Arizona, USA) visited D. Minniti.
 Dr. Peter Garnavi h (Notre Dame University, USA)
visited A. Clo hiatti.
 Dr. Mike Gladders (OCIW) visited F. Barrientos.
 Dr. Marten van Kerwijk (University of Toronto,
Canada), visited A. Reisenegger.
 Dr. Mar us Kissler (ESO, Germany) visited D. Minniti.
 Dr. Shrinivas Kulkarni (Calte h, USA), visited A.
Reisenegger.
 Dr. Du io Ma hetto (STS I, USA) visited D. Minniti.
 Dr. Nidia Morrell (CARSO, Las Campanas, Chile)
visited D. Minniti.
 Dr. Hernan Muriel (Obs. de Cordoba, Argentina)
visited D. Minniti & H. Quintana.
 Dr. Marina Rejkuba (ESO, Germany) visited D.
Minniti.
 Dominique Proust (Obs de Meudon, Fran e) visited
H. Quintana.
 David S hade (HIA, Canada) visited F. Barrientos.
 Eri Slezak (Obs. de la Cote d'Azur, Fran e) visited
H. Quintana.
 Howard Yee (University of Toronto, Canada) visited
F. Barrientos.
Visitors and astronomers on observing trips fuel the
DAA Colloquium program. More than fty talks took
pla e during this period, some of them jointly organized
with ESO/Vita ura and the Astronomy Department of
Universidad de Chile (there is a list in our web page).

4 DAA Visitors and Colloquium Program

The DAA has a vigorous visitors program that profits from the large number of astronomers that ome to
the international observatories on observing trips and
an, in turn, bene t from longer periods of a tivity in
Chile, sometimes in between di erent runs. The DAA
serves them as an a ademi home ground in Chile. Binational programs to foster a ademi ex hange with Argentina and individually funded programs that support
visitors from any national or foreign institution, have
provided a steady ux of visitors. Senior visitors who
stay more than a semester, or student visitors who stay
in residen e at PUC more than nine months qualify as
Chilean astronomers for the purposes of teles ope time
request.
During the reported period, the following astronomers
stayed with us:
 Dr. Omar Benvenuto (La Plata National University,
Argentina), visited A. Clo hiatti.
 Dr. Frederi Courbin (Liege University, Belgium)
visited D. Minniti.

5 Spe ially Funded Programs

In addition to the standard programs supported by
CONICYT, Andes Foundation, or the Ponti ia Universidad Catoli a on an individual basis, the DAA urrently
administers some spe ial programs with more spe i
goals and longer time s ale.
5.1 Prin eton University{PUC Program

This is a long term program funded by Funda ion
Andes, Chile. It provided the seed funding (106 US$)
that prompted the reation and growth of the DAA
starting from 1998. The program established a set of
a tivities for the DAA to arry on with the support of
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RAM and a 1.3 TB hard disk array. The DAA ethernet allows 100/10 Mb/s wired onne tions and 11 Mb/s
ontrolled wireless a ess. The outside world is a essed
through a 15 Mb/s link, shared with the rest of the University. The DAA system supports all major omputer
languages, astrophysi s and graphi s software pa kages.
The DAA maintains a Tea hing Observatory, whi h
is supported by the Small Teles opes Laboratory. The
goal of the lab is to upgrade the ele troni s, opti s, or
me hani al parts of teles opes donated to the DAA for
tea hing purposes, or otherwise adapt for tea hing the
ommer ial teles opes pur hased to support undergraduate lass work. In addition, the lab develops web based
tools to ontrol the teles opes with the goal of allowing remote observing to students of other parts of the
ountry.
The Tea hing Observatory has two 40 m, one 30 m
and one 20 m teles opes. The smaller ones are portable.
Instrumentation in ludes a CCD amera and a CCD
spe trograph, in addition to standard eyepie es and photographi plates or lm. The 40 m teles opes are now
installed in a temporary lab-dome on ampus, but will be
moved to the permanent observatory within the oming
year.

Prin eton University Department of Astrophysi al S ien es fa ulty. They in luded hiring of new DAA professors, funding of joint postdo toral positions, joint organizing of onferen es, and funding for DAA professors
and graduate students to visit PU.
5.2 FONDAP Center for Astrophysi s

This is a large institutional grant from CONICYT,
Chile, to support resear h in astronomy and a ademi
ex hange between the DAA, the Astronomy Department
of Universidad de Chile, and the Astrophysi s Group of
Universidad de Con ep ion. It provides funds for resear h, postdo toral positions, graduate student fellowships, onferen es, and travel.
5.3

LFA A ademi Network

This is a program of ooperation between higher edu ation institutions of the European Union and Latin
Ameri a approved in July 2003. It is administered by the
EuropeAid Co-operation OÆ e of the European Commission. Within the LFA initiative, the DAA has established a network of a ademi ex hange to support
travelling of fa ulty, postdo s and students with the following institutions: University of Durham (U.K.), Max
Plank Institute fur Astrophysik (Germany), Universidad
de Catalu~na (Spain), Observatoire de Toulouse (Fran e),
Observatorio de la Universidad de Cordoba and Instituto Argentino de Fsi a del Espa io (Argentina), Universidade de S~ao Paulo (Brazil), Instituto Na ional de
Astronoma O pti a y Ele troni a (Mexi o). D. Minniti
is the node oordinator.

6.2 Teles opes

S ientists and students from the DAA, and qualifying visitors (see 4), an apply for time at the international observatories installed in Chile. Time is granted
in general within a 10% of the time reserved for Chilean
institutions, and is administered in di erent ways by
ea h observatory. During the period reported, proposals
where a DAA sta member, postdo , student or qualifying visitor was the PI obtained: 23n at the ESO 8.2m
VLTs, 7n at the 8.0m Gemini South, 19n at the LCO
6.0m Magellan, 10n at CTIO 4.0m Blan o, 2n at ESO
3.6m, 5n at LCO 2.5m du Pont, 4n at CTIO 1.5m, 7n
at the 1.5m Danish (La Silla), 7n at the 1.3m Warsaw
(LCO) and 6n at the LCO 1.0m Swope teles opes.

6 Fa ilities
6.1 OÆ e, Computing and Tea hing fa ilities

The DAA o upies 700 m2 in the joint building
of the Fa ulties of Physi s and Mathemati s, lo ated in
the San Joaqun Campus of PUC, to the south of downtown Santiago. The building a ommodates oÆ es for
fa ulty, postdo s and graduate students, as well as joint
omputer rooms for undergraduates, onferen e rooms,
in luding an auditorium seating 100 people, and the Astronomy Department library with 3,800 astrophysi s
books and 24 periodi al astrophysi s publi ations. Staf
members, students and visitors have a ess to the University library system with lose to 290,000 books and
hundreds of periodi al publi ations, in luding 57 titles in
di erent bran hes of physi s. The University supports,
in addition, on-line a ess to all major astrophysi s journals. Finally, the DAA hosts (sin e 1998) the rst LatinAmeri an mirror of NASA's Astrophysi al Data System
(ADS).
The DAA omputer system is based on a network
of Unix hosts in luding SUNs, HPs and PC-Linux mahines (more than 50 desktops and servers). A spe ial
omputer room is reserved for undergraduate students
(graduate students have ma hines on their desks). Massive omputing tasks are handled by the DAA \Beowulf"
luster, boasting 10 2.4 GHz Xeon pro essors, 8 GB of

7 A ademi and publi duties

Astronomers of the DAA have to take part on the
Fa ulty and University oun ils and represent the publi interest of Chilean Astronomy within national and
multi-national ommittees. During the period reported,
F. Barrientos, A. Clo hiatti, and D. Minniti served as
expert onsultants for the ESO OPC; D. Minniti served
as well as a member of the ESO STC; L. Infante and D.
Minniti served as members of AURA/Chile TAC (distributing time at CTIO, Las Campanas and Magellan).
L. Infante was a member of Gemini ITAC. H. Quintana
served as member representative in AURA, and was appointed to the AURA Nominating Committee. A. Reisenegger served as a member of the FONDECYT Study
Group in Physi s and Astronomy, whi h oversees the
ompetition for individual FONDECYT grants. L. Infante, D. Minniti, and H. Quintana served as members of
the National Astronomy Committee, advisory of CONICYT.
4

Cook (LLNL/IGPP). Eleven andidate planetary transit events were dis overed. Drake has also analysed the
OGLE group planetary transist andidates and dis overed that half of these events ould be ruled out be ause
of the lear presen e of ellipsiodal modulations due to
stellar-mass se ondaries.
Drake and Cook have sear hed for stellar transits by
baryoni dark matter in the form of old ompa t dark
louds toward the Magellani louds and the Gala ti
bulge. Fifty million light urves in the MACHO proje t
were sear hed for dark loud transits and no loud transits were dis overed. This result strongly suggests that
dark louds do not make up a signi ant amount of matter towards the Gala ti disk or the Magellani Clouds.
A sear h for dark matter in the form of halo white dwarfs
stars has also begun with a series of observations with
the Mosai -II imager on the CTIO 4m.
The Gala ti Exoplanet Survey Teles ope (GEST)
is a Dis overy type mission spa e teles ope proposed to
NASA by D. Bennett, D. Minniti and ollaborators. In
a paper published this year, these authors des ribe the
mission, whi h would observe a 2 square degree eld in
the Gala ti bulge to sear h for extra-solar planets using
a gravitational lensing te hnique, and would allow for the
rst time to nd large numbers of low-mass planets down
to the mass of Mars.
G. Mallen (then at Prin eton U.), with D. Minniti
and ollaborators, started a sear h for planetary transits a ross main-sequen e stars, the EXPLORE Proje t.
Their rst papers presented the te hnique, data redu tion and analysis, and dis uss the dis overed andidates.

8 Meetings supported

One of the tasks of the DAA is to support meetings
and graduate s hools in Chile to foster the development
of lo al professional astronomy. In the period reported,
a tivities organized, sponsored, and/or supported were
(name of meeting/s hool, organizing institution, pla e
and date)



Annual Meeting of the Chilean Astronomi al So iety (Chilean So iety of Astronomy and Astrophysi s,

Santiago, January 2003).

Chilean S hool of Gravitation and Cosmology (Ponti-

ia Universidad Catoli a de Valparaso, Valparaso,
September 2003).

9 Spe ial Outrea h A tivities

Astronomers and students at the DAA take part in
dozens of outrea h events every year (radio, TV, and/or
printed press), mainly in rea tion to news generated outside the university. A few spe ial a tivities have been
organized or oordinated by the DAA.
G. Hertling (General Coordinator), A. Clo hiatti
(Astronomy A ademi Coordinator), and H. Quintana
(Relativity A ademi Coordinator) with the help of D.
Minniti and A. Reisenegger, and jointly with F. Claro,
R. Benguria, M. Depassier (of the Physi s Department)
developed a year-long ourse on physi s and astronomy
targeting high-s hool tea hers, reporters, and the general
publi .
M. Gomez supported the PUC PENTA initiative,
where gifted elementary and high s hool students in soial risk spent the Fridays and Saturdays in ampus to
develop their intelle tual apabilities.
G. Galaz and J.M. Fernandez (a senior undergraduate student) oordinated the \Mars Wat h" event, providing a ampus-wide opportunity to see Mars through
a teles ope, as it went through its losest approa h to
Earth in 60,000 years. More than a hundred people
attended.

10.2 Stars and sub-gala ti stellar systems

J. Borissova and V.D. Ivanov (ESO, Germany), D. Minniti, A. Stephens, D. Geisler (U. de Con ep ion, Chile),
F. Bresolin (IfA, Honolulu) and P. Pessev (So a University, Bulgaria) are sear hing new Milky Way star lusters
in the 2MASS Point Sour e Catalog. All-sky infrared
surveys allow to study the obs ured luster population in
the disk of the Milky Way that is hidden by severe dust
extin tion (10-20 mag). A major drive for su h studies is the dis overy of new globular lusters and massive
Ar hes-like young lusters. Using fully automated density variation te hniques, 14 new IR luster andidates
are found. Follow up observations of the andidates lose
to the Gala ti enter have been done at the 4.2m INGRID, 4m Blan o and 6.5 Magellan teles opes.
M. Catelan and ollaborators have ontinued their
studies of variable stars. They have been sear hing for
variable stars in globular lusters, fo using primarily at
the RR Lyrae and Population II Cepheids. Undergraduate student R. Salinas is using data obtained by J.
Borissova and J. M. Fernandez with the Danish 1.54m
teles ope to study the variable star population in globular lusters of the Sagittarius dSph galaxy, namely:
Arp 2, NGC 5634, Terzan 8, and Palomar 12. M.S .
student R. Contreras is studying the variable star population in M62, using data obtained by J. Borissova and
R. Contreras with the CTIO 1.3m teles ope and the LCO

10 S ienti A tivities 2002/2003
10.1 Extrasolar planets and other dark things

The MACHO Collaboration, in luding D. Minniti
and A. Drake, presented a paper with the results of a
sear h for isolated bla k holes in the disk of the Milky
Way. Six andidate bla k holes were identi ed based on
the parallax ts to the mi rolensing light urves, and
orrespond to stellar mass bla k holes.
M.S . student J. Gallardo and D. Minniti obtained
Magellan opti al-near IR spe tra and IR photometry
of andidate transit extrasolar planets from the OGLE
sear h database. Out of the 100 transits present at the
time, they were able to reje t roughly 1/2, thus re ning
the list of good extrasolar planets andidates.
A. Drake has been working on the dete tion and
hara terizations of photometri planetary transits in
the MACHO proje t database in ollaboration with K.
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Warsaw/OGLE 1.3m teles ope.
Catelan and Borissova have ontinued their systemati study of globulars showing pe uliar horizontal
bran h morphologies. Images of the globular lusters
NGC 1851 and NGC 2808, whi h have bimodal horizontal bran hes, obtained by J. Borissova, M. Catelan, T.
M. Corwin, and J. M. Fernandez with the Danish 1.54m
teles ope, are being used to sear h for variable stars.
Catelan, J. Borissova, T. M. Corwin (UNC at Charlotte), and H. A. Smith (Mi higan State U.), have used
data obtained by J. Borissova, M. Catelan, R. Kurtev
with the 2m teles ope of the Bulgarian Rozhen Observatory, to produ e the rst high-quality CCD light
urves for variable stars in the key Oosterho type II
globular luster M15. With ollaborators G. Clementini
(Bologna) and H. A. Smith, a systemati sear h for variable stars in the Fornax dSph globular lusters is also
being ondu ted, using the Magellan 6.5m and CTIO
4m teles opes, with the hief goal of reliably establishing their Oosterho types.
M. Catelan's FONDECYT Resear h Assistant C.
Navarro and A. Stephens, are utilizing the 2MASS database to ompute ellipti ities of Gala ti globular lusters
that are free from di erential extin tion e e ts. In addition, M. Catelan's team is urrently measuring the rotation velo ities of the attened globular luster in the
WLM galaxy, whi h will help de ide whether globular
luster ellipti ities an be due to rotation. The team is
also working to implement a fun tional stellar evolution
ode at PUC.
M. Catelan has found, by omputing theoreti al simulations and omparing with the available data for the
globular luster M3, that the period distributions of RR
Lyrae stars in Gala ti globular lusters may be fundamentally in onsistent with our urrent understanding of the interplay between stellar pulsation and evolution, thus implying a breakdown of the anoni al evolution/pulsation framework for these stars. He has suggested that stellar evolution may be ome slower when
RR Lyrae stars hange mode from fundamental to rstovertone (and vi e-versa). His undergraduate student
C. van Rysselberghe is extending Catelan's theoreti al
analysis to the RR Lyrae stars in more metal-poor globular lusters. With B. J. Pritzl (NOAO), H. A. Smith,
P. B. Stetson (DAO), A. V. Sweigart (NASA/GSFC), A.
Layden (Bowling Green), and R. M. Ri h (UCLA), M.
Catelan has used HST snapshot data to sear h for variable stars in the entral regions of NGC 6441. A total of
57 variables was found, in luding 38 RR Lyrae, 6 Population II Cepheids, and 12 long-period variables. An Iband period-luminosity relation for RR Lyrae stars was
provided, and the period-luminosity relation for Pop. II
Cepheids was reexamined. With B. J. Pritzl and H. A.
Smith, M. Catelan's systemati sear h for variable stars
in metal-ri h is ongoing, now fo using at NGC 6304 and
NGC 6569, with data from the CTIO-Yalo teles ope.
A. Drake has arried out a sear h of the USNO-A
atalog in order to dis over stellar lusters within the
Galaxy whi h may have been missed by past surveys.

Many hundreds of known globular and gala ti lusters
were re overed. Several new open lusters were dis overed while a dozen more require additional follow-up.
As a part of his dissertation work, M. Gomez (with
T. Ri htler, U. de Con ep ion, Chile), have been working
on the Globular Cluster System of NGC 4374, a giant
ellipti al galaxy in Virgo, trying to see if its high rate
of SNe Ia is due to the presen e of an intermediate age
population. They want to on rm that the low spe i
frequen y of lusters is due to too mu h light and not too
few lusters, and the suspe ted alternative explanation
is that NGC 4374 is not an E galaxy, but an S0 one seen
nearly fa e on.
Andrew Stephens and his ollaborators have been
studying the stellar populations in two nearby Lo al
Group galaxies, M31 and M33. Using the Gemini North
teles ope and adaptive opti s, they observed the entral
22" of M33. Based on the slope of the infrared giant
bran h they estimate the mean metalli ity to be -0.26,
and from the luminosities of the most luminous stars,
they estimate that there were two bursts of star formation 2 and 0.5 Gyr ago. They also found that the stellar
luminosity fun tion not only has a di erent bright end
uto , but also a signi antly di erent slope than that of
the Gala ti bulge, and they suggest that this di eren e
is due to the young stellar omponent in M33. Using the
Hubble Spa e Teles ope and the infrared amera NICMOS, they have also analyzed nine elds in M31 with
gala to entri distan es ranging from 2' to 20'. These
infrared observations provide some of the highest resolution measurements to date, and pla e some of the tightest onstraints on the maximum luminosities of stars in
the bulge of M31. The measured peak luminosity of
the asymptoti bran h is signi antly fainter than previously laimed. Using simulations they have shown that
previous measurements were a e ted by image blending. They thus on luded that the red giant bran h of
the bulge of M31 is not measurably di erent from that
of the Milky Way's bulge.
Clo hiatti and M.S . student J. Gallardo, ontinued to study the very late light urve of SN 1994I based
on HST WFPC2 observations, with the goal of shedding light on the issue of positron trapping in the eje ta.
The late light urve indi ates that energy input from
-rays originating in the 56Co to 56Fe de ay is insuÆient to provide the observed ux, while full trapping of
positrons will give energy in ex ess of that observed.
A. Reisenegger's on entrated on some aspe ts of
the evolution of neutron stars. He and his M.S . student A. Bonai extended a s enario proposed by Wagoner (2002) for the evolution of neutron stars in lowmass x-ray binaries (LMXBs) under the e e t of r-modes
made unstable by the emission of gravitational waves in
the so- alled Chandrasekhar-Friedman-S hutz instability. They showed that the instability would still be a tive in the millise ond pulsars (MSPs) des ending from
these binaries, whose spin-down rates and surfa e temperatures an then be used to onstrain the strength of
the emitted gravitational waves, their possible e e t on
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LMXBs, and the interior physi s of the neutron star, in
parti ular the possible presen e of hyperons and their
super uid pairing gaps.
Reisenegger and undergraduate students M. Taghizadeh and R. Fernandez are evaluating the expe ted
temperatures of MSPs under a di erent internal heating me hanism, \roto hemi al heating", due to slightly
non-equilibrium omposition hanges o urring as the
neutron star spins down. Preliminary, Newtonian models with non-intera ting fermions worked out as the students' undergraduate theses are now being extended by
Fernandez and Reisenegger to relativisti models with
realisti equations of state. Opti al observations of
MSPs with the VLT involving Reisenegger and other
DAA members together with international ollaborators yielded an upper limit and a possible (though perhaps unlikely) dete tion, unfortunately too bright to give
meaningful onstraints on the internal heating pro esses
mentioned above.
Under the guidan e of Reisenegger and Univ. F.
Santa Mara professors O. Espinosa and C. Dib, undergraduate student Mario Riquelme worked out the e e t
of a strong magneti eld (as expe ted in \magnetars")
on weak intera tions (\Ur a pro esses") in degenerate
matter. He found that, even if many Landau levels are
populated by protons and ele trons, strong os illations in
the rates an o ur when the magneti eld (or another
physi al parameter) is hanged. However, as realisti
neutron stars are likely to over a range of parameters,
these os illations probably average out. Thus, the global
neutrino luminosity is likely to be similar to its value in
the zero- eld limit.

galaxies of SNe in the nearby sample, to measure metalli ity, age, and global ionization and ompare with those
of the parent galaxies of the distant sample.
Drake, Cook, Cieslinski (DAIN) and Diaz (IAUS)
have arried out an analysis of light urves in the MACHO proje t database in order to dete t ata lysmi
variables stars. More than 30 new CV stars have been
dis overed. Drake, Nikolaev (IGPP), Keller (IGPP),
Cook (IGPP), Dalal (IAS), Wel h (M Master), Kanbur
(UMASS) have worked on a ombined analysis of 2MASS
and MACHO data to determine the fundamental stru ture of the LMC using Cepheid stars.
D. Minniti and ollaborators ombined ex ellent quality images obtained with the VLT in BVRI with published deep Chandra X-ray observations. They obtained
opti al identi ation of X-ray sour es in Centaurus A,
in luding the dis overy of new globular lusters.
B. Dirs h arried out a massive spe tros opi survey
of NGC1399 globular lusters together with D. Minniti
and ollaborators. They presented a radial velo ity atalog for 500 globular lusters, and a kinemati al study
of this D galaxy.
M. Rejkuba with Minniti and ollaborators obtained
deep VLT opti al and IR images of the halo of the giant
galaxy NGC5128. Comparing the photometry with theoreti al iso hrones, they found a signi ant intermediateage population. Based on 20 epo hs of VLT IR images,
they dis overed 1700 variable stars, mostly Miras and
LPVs. In addition, the distan e to this galaxy was measured using three di erent indi ators (RGB Tip, Miras
P-L relation, and GC LF). During a spe tros opi followup of NGC5128 globular lusters at the Magellan I teles ope on May 2002, Minniti and Rejkuba dis overed the
rst extragala ti globular luster planetary nebula.
S. Piatek and ollaborators, in luding Minniti, started
a program to obtain deep images of dwarf galaxies satellites of the Milky Way with the Hubble Spa e Teles ope,
in order to measure their proper motions. The rst results on the proper motion of the Fornax galaxy were
published.
M. Kissler-Patig (ESO, Germany), Minniti and ollaborators started a near-IR photometri survey of globular luster systems in giant ellipti al galaxies. The
rst two papers on NGC4478, M87, and on NGC3115,
NGC4365, allowed them to ompare the di erent populations of globular lusters of these galaxies, atta king
the age-metalli ity problem.
D. Alves, D. Minniti and ollaborators used a urate near-IR photometry obtained with SOFI at the
ESO New Te hnology Teles ope to measure the mean
K-band magnitude of lump giants in the Large Magellani Clouds. They published an a urate distan e to
the LMC based on the omparison with the Hippar os
lump giants.
The MACHO Collaboration, in luding D. Minniti
and A. Drake, dis overed three e lipsing Cepheid variables in the Large Magellani Clouds. These are the rst
su h obje ts found. They will allow studies of stellar
evolution and to a urately measure stellar parameters

10.3 Nearby Galaxies

J. Borissova, D. Minniti, M. Rejkuba (ESO, Germany) D. Alves (Columbia University, USA), K. H. Cook
(LLNL) and K. C. Freeman (MSSSO, Australia) studied
the properties of RR Lyrae stars in the inner regions of
the LMC. Intermediate resolution spe tra and infrared
images were obtained with FORS1 at the ESO VLT and
with SOFI at the ESO NTT. Using radial velo ities a
true LMC RR Lyrae velo ity dispersion of  = 353 km/s
is obtained. This is higher than the velo ity dispersion
of any other LMC population, and the rst empiri al
eviden e of a kinemati ally hot metal-poor halo in the
LMC.
Borissova with M. Rosado and L. Georgiev (UNAM,
Mexi o) and R. Kurtev (So a U., Bulgaria) have studied
the link between star formation and interstellar medium
in a set of irregular galaxies of the Lo al Group. They
use s anning Fabry-Perot interferometry to study the
kinemati s of bubbles and superbubbles, and U,B,V photometry to onstrain the stellar ontent of the bubbles
and the distribution of massive stars.
A. Clo hiatti, P. Lagos, and P. Garnavi h (Notre
Dame U.), ontinued to prepare the data set for a omparative study of SN parent galaxies at low and high
z . Using Magellan and the ESO 3.6m teles ope they
observed integrated opti al/near IR spe tra of parent
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Fornax luster. The relation between the Ultra Compa t Obje ts (UCOs) re ently dis overed and the brightest globular lusters asso iated with the entral galaxy
NGC 1399 has been investigated. Eight are new members, four were known. Their magnitude distribution
supports a smooth transition between the faint UCOs
and the bright globular lusters. Also,  70 very faint
dwarf galaxies, dSph andidates, were dis overed. They
follow the same magnitude-surfa e brightness relation as
their ounterparts in the Lo al Group, and even extend
it to fainter limits. The faint-end slope of the luminosity
fun tion of the early-type dwarfs is at ( = 1:1  0:1).
The potential of the Surfa e Brightness Flu tuations
(SBF) as a method to determine the membership of
dwarf galaxies in nearby lusters has been studied, as
it will permit the study of the faint tail of the luminosity fun tion. Infante, the ACS S ien e team, Mieske
and PUC students are studying Gobular Clusters, UCDs
and Dwarf galaxies in the luster A1689. They identied 9 new UCDs and measured the faint end slope of
the galaxy luminosity funtion (-1.4).
E. LeFlo k and ollaborators, with Minniti, obtained
very deep IR images of twanty known gamma-ray bursts.
They were able to identify the host galaxies, and assess
their properties. It turned out that these GRB hosts are
puny galaxies at low or intermediate redshifts, not fully
assembled into large disk galaxies like the Milky Way.

using future follow-up spe tros opy.
10.4 Galaxies and larger stru tures

F. Barrientos, M. Gladders (OCIW), H. Yee (U
Toronto), L. Infante, P. Hall (PUC/PRINCETON) and
E. Ellingson (U Colorado) have ontinued studying the
properties of luster galaxies and galaxy lusters. Some
of the rst results of the Red-Sequen e Cluster Survey
(RCS) have been presented, parti ularly the dis overy
of many new galaxy lusters up to redshift 1, 8 of them
with strong lensing. The high number of strong lensing systems and their redshift distribution is in onsistent
with urrent models, implying most probably the need
for a more detailed treatment of the individual lusters
of galaxies.
F. Barrientos and S. Lilly studied the photometri properties of luster E/S0 galaxies at z=0.45, nding that the small s atter in their opti al-IR olors and
their olor evolution is onsistent with star formation
at epo hs earlier than z=1. Barrientos and D. Stern
(CALTECH), P. Hall (PUC/PRINCETON), A. Bunker
(Cambrigde U.), R. Elston (U. of Florida), M. Ledlow
(GEMINI), S. Reines (U. of Florida) and J. Willis (U.
of Vi toria), tested the multiobje t spe tros opi apabilities of FLAMINGOS on Gemini South, presenting IR spe tra for one the most distant QSO known,
SDSSJ083643.85+005453.3.
G. Galaz ontinued his work on low surfa e brightness (LSB) galaxies, fo using on the properties of their
old stellar populations as seen in the near-IR. Galaz obtained high S/N Magellan spe tra of sele ted LSB galaxies to measure the metalli ity of the ellusive old bulge
stellar population from their absorption lines. New spe trophotometri models in luding dust absorption are being used to model the opti al properties of these LSB
galaxies.
G. Galaz was also ollaborating with the ESO S ultor Survey (ESS), obtaining nal results on the luminosity fun tion as a fun tion of spe tral type and on the
number density of galaxies as a fun tion of type.
Giovanna Temporin and Galaz has investigated the
properties of intera ting pairs of galaxies, using opti al,
near-IR and spe tros opi data.
L. Infante has ollaborated with the Sloan Consortium (SDSS) identifying lose pairs of galaxies on 2000
deg2 of ommissioning imaging data and DR1. The angular orrelation fun tion of galaxy pairs was determined
and found to be stronger than that of single galaxies.
These results agree with the global ri hness dependen e
of the orrelation fun tions of galaxy systems.
Infante, Galaz, the SDSS group and students at
PUC, have measured redshifts for nearly 1000 galaxies
drawn from the SDSS atalog. They study the redshift
distribution of galaxies and galaxy pairs, derived photometri redshifts, study PCA morphology and the galaxy
merger rate.
L. Infante, M. Hilker (U. of Bonn, Germany) and
S. Mieske, are arrying out a large study of the properties of dwarf galaxies in lusters, fo using now on the

10.5 Large S ale Stru ture

H. Quintana worked in ollaboration with members
of several European enters in the oordination and
preparation of observations for the XMM-LSS proje t.
Two seasons of observations with the XMM Newton
satellite have produ ed over 100 luster andidates. 17 of
them, spanning the redshift range z= 0.3 - 1.0, were spe tros opi ally on rmed with VLT and Magellan teles opes, and further observations are oming through the
pipeline now. Quintana has also ontinued working in
the 160 sq. deg. ROSAT survey and in the new ROSAT
400 sq. deg. survey. G. Galaz also worked with the spe tros opy sub team of the XMM-LSS ollaboration, whi h
is in harge of a quisition, redu tion, and oordination
of the spe tros opi database.
H. Quintana and A. Reisenegger lead the lo al part
of an international e ort in the study of the Shapley Super luster, the largest agglomeration of lusters of galaxies in the lo al Universe (z < 0:1). The redshift atalog
of the relevant area of the sky has now been extended to
a total of near 9000 velo ity measurements, orresponding to more than 7000 di erent galaxies. A pre ise photometri atalog of the same area is being onstru ted,
while a ompleteness analysis of the redshift atalog by
omparison with previous photometri atalogs is also
under way. Simulations extra ted from the Virgo Consortium results are being used to study the dynami s of
super lusters, in order to assess the validity of dynami al
models used previously in the analysis of Shapley data.
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brightness and, hen e, distan e moduli. The results are
onsistent with the distant SNe being too dim in omparison with the lo al ones, even for the predi ted distan es
of an empty universe, an almost ertain indi ation that
the expansion of the Universe is a elerating.
As a spin-o of the resear h with the High Z SN
Sear h Team, undergraduate student J.L. Prieto and
Clo hiatti studied the possibility that the dimness of
the distant SNe is related with the photometri te hnique that both the ESSENCE/High Z SN Sear h Team
and the SN Cosmology Proje t use. They both take
images of the eld without the SN, mat h the PSFs,
and subtra t, to do photometry on the residuals. Prieto
and Clo hiatti took a di erent approa h to estimate the
sky ba kground underneath the distant SNe by using the
Magain, Courbin & Sohy de onvolution te hnique. The
results show intriguing (small) systemati di eren es in
photometry (now under study) but still make the distant SNe too dim for their redshift, even in an empty
universe, supporting the dete tion of an a eleration.

10.6 Quasars

L. Infante, Moles and Varela tested the hypothesis
whether high redshift QSOs would preferentially appear
in small groups or pairs, and if they are asso iated with
massive, young lusters. A photometri sear h for Ly
emitters on s ales < 10h 1 Mp was done, in the elds
of a sample of 47 z  3 known QSOs. Wide and narrow
band lter olor-magnitude diagrams were generated for
ea h of the 60:6  60:6 elds. A total of 13 non resolved
obje ts with a signi ant olor ex ess were dete ted as
QSO andidates at a redshift similar to that of the target. Follow-up spe tros opi observations have shown
that 5, i.e., about 40% of the andidates, are QSOs at
the same redshift of the target; 4 are QSOs at di erent redshift (two of them are probably a lensed pair at
z = 1.47); 2 andidates are unresolved HII galaxies at
z0.3; one un lassi ed and one andidate turned out to
be CCD aws. These data indi ate that at least 10% of
the QSOs at z3 do have ompanions. A similar sear h
for Ly emitters in the eld 12 of z=2 quasars was arried out. UV narrow and broad band observations were
performed with the CTIO 4m MOSAIC amera. A number of andidates were found. Follow up spe tros opi
observations are planned.
Infante, with Silverman, Green, Kim, Wilkes, Cameron, Morris, Dosaj, Smith, Mathur and Jannuzi, presented the dis overy of a z=4.93, X-Ray-sele ted Quasar
by the Chandra Multiwavelength Proje t (ChaMP). This
obje t is the most distant X-ray-sele ted quasar published.
F. Courbin, D. Minniti and ollaborators analyzed
the spe trum of the QSO HE 1503+0228, at z = 0:135.
They performed an on-axis resolved spe tros opi study
of this sour e, using spe tral de onvolution te hniques to
separate the spe trum of the QSO from that of its host
galaxy, and being able to measure a redshift of the host.
The MACHO Collaboration, in luding D. Minniti
and A. Drake dis overed 38 quasars behind the Large
Magellani Cloud and 9 quasars behind the Small Magellani Cloud. Their sear h for ba kground QSOs in these
dense elds was based on opti al variability, and all the
andidates have been spe tros opi ally on rmed.

11 Books written & Edited
 H. Quintana nished the se

ond volume of \Espaio, Tiempo y Universo", a ourse on relativity for
non-s ien e undergraduate students, and submitted
it to PUC Press.
 F. Courbin & D. Minniti edited \Gravitational
Lensing: An Astrophysi al Tool", 2002, SpringerVerlag (Heidelberg), ISBN 3-540-44355-X
 D. Geisler, E. Grebel, & D. Minniti edited the IAU
Symp. 207 on \Globular Clusters in Galaxies", 2002,
ASP (San Fran is o), ISBN 1-58381-115-X

12 Reviews

M. Catelan presented the invited review Variable
Stars in Globular Clusters and Nearby Galaxies at IAU

Colloquium 193, in Christ hur h, New Zealand. In
his paper, Catelan pointed out that the Oosterho dihotomy, whi h is present among Gala ti globular lusters and eld halo stars, but not among the Milky Way
satellite galaxies, may pose the strongest onstraints so
far on the extent to whi h the bulk of the Gala ti halo
may have formed from the a retion of (dSph-like) protogala ti fragments. Catelan also presented the rst theoreti al alibration of the RR Lyrae period-luminosity
relation in I , J , H , K whi h fully takes evolutionary
e e ts into a ount. He noted, in addition, that widely
employed re ipes for the determination of the masses and
luminosities of rst-overtone RR Lyrae stars, based on
Fourier de omposition of their light urves, are in sharp
on i t with the basi period-mean density relation of
stellar pulsation theory.

10.7 Cosmology

A. Clo hiatti ontinued to support the resear h of
the ESSENCE proje t (www. tio.noao.edu/essen e).
He worked on one of the sear h ampaigns at CTIO
and held a run at Magellan to do follow-up photometry
and spe tra of the dis overed andidates. In addition,
he oordinated the infrared follow-up observations from
VLT/ISAAC.
A. Clo hiatti and P. Challis (Harvard U.) also ontinued the analysis of one of the 1999 ampaigns of
the High Z SN Sear h Team. They redu ed, mat hed,
and subtra ted ground-based and HST images of ve
Type Ia SNe, all of them near a redshift of 0.5, measured and K- orre ted the photometry, and applied the
m15 method to determine reddening orre ted intrinsi
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